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Learning to Breathe: Part One - The Collective - Season 1, Episode 3 2017-04-06

we ve set the stage created the characters and fashioned a world full of twists and turns now it s your turn to sit back and

immerse yourself in this incredible series each episode weaves the characters and storylines of ten standalone novels together to

give you an epic crossover series we ve left you breadcrumbs tidbits of information intertwined throughout our stories can you find

them can you collect the clues we ve left and become part of the collective and solve the case season one no one is safe as a

killer goes on a killing spree will the collective stop him in time will you featured authors in order of appearance riley edwards erin

trejo ellie masters elias raven chris genovese and carver pike work eat sleep repeat since her husband s death sally levenson s

life is dull and monotonous she s the county coroner and while the dead reveal their secrets on the exam table she hides from the

living but hiding isn t working anymore sally is trapped in a bland colorless existence she can t breathe she s suffocating and

wants more whatever that might be when the dark and mysterious derek lemark enters her world he opens doors to new

possibilities reveals dark desires and challenges her to take a second chance on life he dares her to breathe again and promises

more but what he offers comes at a price sally must choose take the next step or speak the one word which will end everything

before it even begins part two of learning to breathe will release in july 11 2017 in the meantime please enjoy the next episode in

the collective series shadow flame by elias raven which will release may 16 2017 the collective series season one reading order

unbroken riley edwards 4 4 17 iron claw mc erin trejo 4 18 17 learning to breathe ellie masters 5 2 17 shadow flame elias raven 5

16 17 quills and daggers chris genovese 5 30 17
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Conscious Breathing 2004-08-13

conscious breathing presents contemporary breathwork methods in a comprehensive structured way for modern readers

emphasizing the practice as a way to access the most elevated states of consciousness and the deepest states of meditation

author joy manne shows how breathwork can be applied to transpersonal existential past life chakra kundalini shamanic and other

experiences using detailed examples case histories and exercises conscious breathing covers basic grounding and awareness

advanced breath and body centered explorations and explorations of biblical and religious teachings

Without a Trace and Blue Bottle Club 2 in 1 2009-07-15

without a trace bree thinks a plane crash took the lives of her husband and young son but her son davy survived the accident can

she find him before it s too late it s been months since the crash k 9 search and rescue worker bree nicholls knows the chances

of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of michigan s upper peninsula grow more remote by the day but her heart

and her faithful dog samson demand she keep searching deep in the woods a young boy wakes in a tiny cabin he s being nursed

back to health by a reclusive woman but he can t figure out why she calls him by a name he doesn t recognize or why she s

calling herself his mother he wants to leave but as winter sets in his very life depends on her care meanwhile bree s relentless

determination to find her family has uncovered a violent crime with the help of park ranger kade matthews she discovers the

violence may be linked to the plane crash that took her family could solving the crime bring her peace with her own loss or more

incredibly reunite her family set in the untamed beauty of michigan s upper peninsula the rock harbor novels draw readers into the

life and adventures of a canine search and rescue team as it unravels the secrets of an enchanting wilderness colleen is a master
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storyteller karen kingsbury new york times best selling author the blue bottle club four friends gathered in a cold dusty attic on

christmas day to make a solemn pact our dreams for the future they whispered placing tiny pieces of paper into a shimmering blue

bottle but that event happened in 1929 and it is decades later when local news reporter brenna delaney stumbles upon that bottle

and into the most meaningful story of her career life has taken those four girls dreams of love fame and faith on a path fraught

with seduction betrayal and loss little has turned out as expected and yet every choice every tear has led each of them to a

special place brenna s search will uncover the secrets of that blue bottle club and her own life will never be the same a beautiful

novel about friendship and the power of faith to renew our dreams angela hunt author of magdalene

Harlequin Medical Romance July 2017 - Box Set 1 of 2 2017-07-01

harlequin medical romance brings you a collection of three new titles available now enjoy these stories packed with pulse racing

romance and heart racing medical drama this harlequin medical romance box set includes the surrogate s unexpected miracle by

alison roberts when surrogate ellie thomas is abandoned by her best friend will she accept help from gorgeous doctor luke gilmore

to protect her newborn son convenient marriage surprise twins by amy ruttan dr andrew tremblay has eight months to convince his

convenient wife lana haole that he won t walk away from her or their unborn twins their double baby gift by louisa heaton dr

brooke bailey swore she d raise her daughter alone but loving single dad matt galloway makes her hope for one big happy family

after all
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Hearts Awakening (Hearts Along the River Book #1) 2010-03-01

with no means to support herself ellie kilmer agrees to work as a housekeeper for the young widower who lives on dillon island

hopeful she can obtain a proper reference but jackson smith quickly realizes that ellie s presence may solve his own problems

both the rearing of his young boys and the scandal that surrounds his first marriage when a marriage of convenience is offered

ellie is initially humiliated though she is past the age most women marry she has more pride than to agree to his outlandish

suggestion yet what options does she have to marry would mean a home and stability so despite the rumors circling jackson and

his first wife ellie accepts this unlikely proposal

The Guardians Series: A Romantic Thriller Anthology Books 1-3 2022-06-30

get lost in this collection of intense compelling romantic thrillers by award winning author hope anika the guardians series where

love is just the beginning and life s greatest gifts come in small packages book one the bequest 2016 finalist the daphne du

maurier award for excellence in mystery suspense sometimes life surprises you cheyenne elias has inherited a child a boy she

doesn t know and doesn t particularly want a boy whose mother was once cheyenne s most hated person in the world there are a

million reasons to walk away her anger her past her certainty that there is nothing benevolent in this act by a woman who almost

killed her but abandoning the boy to a system she barely survived is not an option will blackheart has lost everything his seal team

his country and upon occasion his mind worse he s lost something that has the capacity to kill thousands left for dead in the

afghan desert will has risen solely to regain that which was taken and to punish those who dared take it his only lead is the son of

a dead woman her only goal is to save a child as they come together in a clash of anger mistrust and potent unwanted desire will
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and cheyenne must put aside their differences and navigate the endgame of a woman for whom nothing was taboo book two

blindsided sometimes the future starts with the past when the boy who broke her heart crashes back into ruby jones s life she s

determined to give him the boot there are some things a girl simply can t forgive and being forgotten is at the top of the list the

last person cia agent rafferty blackheart expects to find while retrieving the message left for him by his dead partner is the

childhood friend he left behind two decades earlier but the woman he discovers bears little resemblance to the girl he remembers

and even though the sight of her breathes life into everything he s spent years fleeing walking away from her is an impossibility

because rafe is on a mission one he can t complete without ruby so no matter their dark history their mutual distrust or the intense

unwelcome pull between them they must come together to avenge the death of an innocent to save a child and to stop a madman

bent on reshaping the human race before it s too late book three hallowed ground 2022 finalist daphne du maurier award for

excellence in mystery suspense nothing stays buried forever after ellie broussard saves sean mcdougal s son from drowning she

walks away unwilling to involve herself with the rakish irishman and his charming boy ellie has suffered a devastating loss and her

world is one of chosen isolation and calculated vengeance she has only one focus to find the monster that stole her child and turn

his world to ash sean can relate to ellie s suffering having lost his wife to cancer his sole focus has become raising his boy and

love well love can take a long walk he s in louisiana to locate a cache of stolen art and even if he s taken aback and reluctantly

intrigued by the mysterious and chilly ellie broussard he knows better than to tumble down that rabbit hole but when they re

thrown together on assignment to recover the cache sean and ellie have no choice but to put aside their mutual misgivings and

work side by side to share to trust to discover they are not as separate as they appear and as ellie s deadly hunt approaches its

culmination they must risk everything they hold dear to stop a murderer who is readying his next strike and to save an orphaned

girl whose only hope lies in their willingness to defy the darkness and step into the light keywords related to this romantic

suspense series romantic suspense series romance series mystery romantic thriller romantic thriller series romantic suspense
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anthology romantic suspense mystery romance series mystery romance fbi romance fbi romantic suspense thrillers military

romance first love romance found family romance lost love romance alpha male romance action adventure romance romantic

suspense box set romance box set serial killer romance law enforcement romance contemporary romance contemporary romantic

suspense contemporary romantic thriller popular romantic suspense popular romance new romance new romantic suspense

Game of Love (Free, Free steamy romance, The Remingtons #1) Love in Bloom

Contemporary Romance 2014-02-02

discover the magic of new york times bestseller melissa foster s writing and see why millions of readers have fallen in love with

the love in bloom series the remingtons are a series of stand alone romances that may also be enjoyed as part of the larger love

in bloom series in game of love ellie parker is a master at building walls around her heart in the twenty five years she s been alive

dex remington has been the only person who has always believed in her and been there for her but four years earlier she came to

dex seeking comfort and then disappeared like a thief in the night leaving him a broken man dex remington is one of the top pc

game developers in the united states he s handsome smart and numb so damn numb that he s not sure he ll ever find a reason

to feel again a chance encounter sparks intense desires in ellie and dex desires that make her want to run and make him want to

feel a combination of lust and fear leads these young lovers down a dangerous path is it possible to cross a burned bridge or are

they destined to be apart forever want more remingtons all remington books can be read as stand alone novels or as part of the

series the remingtons game of love dex stroke of love sage flames of love siena slope of love rush read write love kurt touched by

love boyd this contemporary romance series features alpha male heroes and sexy empowered women they re flawed funny

passionate and relatable to readers who enjoy new adult romance contemporary romance and women s fiction while each book
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may be read as a standalone you might enjoy reading the entire love in bloom series snow sisters sisters in love sisters in bloom

sisters in white the bradens at weston co lovers at heart reimagined treat max destined for love rex jade friendship on fire josh

riley sea of love dane lacy bursting with love savannah jack hearts at play hugh bree the bradens at trusty co taken by love luke

fated for love wes romancing my love pierce flirting with love ross dreaming of love emily crashing into love jake braden world

novellas promise my love rex jade s wedding novella best if read after the bradens at weston trusty co the remingtons game of

love dex stroke of love sage flames of love siena slope of love rush read write love kurt touched by love boyd seaside summers

seaside dreams bella seaside hearts jenna seaside sunsets jamie seaside secrets amy seaside nights sky seaside embrace

hunter seaside lovers grayson seaside whispers matt the bradens at peaceful harbor healed by love nate surrender my love cole

crushing on love shannon river of love sam whisper of love tempest thrill of love ty reviews love loss lies grief finding happiness in

the face of adversity romance humor bravery hot hot hot sex scenes marriages births and totally awesome characters supportive

business moms uk like nora roberts melissa foster has captivated me with her fantastic sexy romantic stories k winning you can

always rely on melissa foster to deliver a story that s fresh emotional and entertaining make sure you have all night because once

you start you won t want to stop reading every book s a winner nyt bestselling author brenda novak with her wonderful characters

and resonating emotions melissa foster is a must read author new york times bestseller julie kenner melissa foster is synonymous

with sexy swoony heartfelt romance new york times bestseller lauren blakely new york times and usa today bestselling author

melissa foster is a new york times usa today bestselling and award winning author she writes sexy and heartwarming

contemporary romance new adult romance and women s fiction with emotionally compelling characters that stay with you long

after you turn the last page melissa s emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family oriented melissa loves to chat with

book clubs and readers invite her to your next event foster s love stories are perfect steamy romance beach reads for fans of big

family small town romance the characters are romantic and loyal some are billionaires others are not and you re always
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guaranteed a happily ever after this book will resonate with people looking to read small town romance feel good romance

contemporary romance romantic comedy series romantic comedy series racy sexy heartwarming heart warming romance family

love love books kissing books emotional journey contemporary contemporary romance romance series long series long romance

series sassy captivating romance hot hot romance forbidden love sparks loyalty swoon beach romance books for summer books

for the beach beach series sweetbriar seaside love in bloom bradens remingtons ryders whiskeys wicked dirty fierce alpha heroes

funny romance laugh romance modern romance cape cod cape cod romance usa today usa today bestseller smart romance

something funny to read billionaire billionaire romance love story millionaire wealthy heroes happily ever after happy ending

lighthearted romance light romance romance for adults contemporary romance 2023 funny romance new swoonworthy romance

series romance books beach reads new adult small town funny female stories sensual sensual romance alpha male dominant

male hot guy fun summer reads love and friendship new romance series hot romance series new small town series beach reads

2023 new beach read free beach house book free beach romance free summer romance free vacation romance free summer

book steamy romance romance series family romance big family friend romance friends to lovers contemporary crush love story

romance love new adult romance contemporary romance and sex romance billionaire series friendship

Shattered Dreams 2012-07-05

trinity has never known who she really is strange dreams haunt her nights and she has always been able to sense things that

others can t when jessica the most popular girl at school disappears trinity realises she will have to draw on her secret abilities to

help find her soon trinity is subject to visions that terrify her and make the police sceptical as her dreams grow darker and the

visions more frightening trinity realises she must risk her reputation and her sanity to save a girl who hates her
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The Remingtons (Books 1-3 Boxed Set) Love in Bloom Contemporary Romance Series

2016-01-19

discover the magic of new york times bestseller melissa foster s writing and see why millions of readers have fallen in love with

the love in bloom big family romance collection this contemporary romance boxed set includes 3 full length novels game of love

stroke of love flames of love sneak peek slope of love in game of love ellie parker is a master at building walls around her heart in

the twenty five years she s been alive dex remington has been the only person who has always believed in her and been there for

her but four years earlier she came to dex seeking comfort and then disappeared like a thief in the night leaving him a broken

man dex remington is one of the top pc game developers in the united states he s handsome smart and numb so damn numb that

he s not sure he ll ever find a reason to feel again a chance encounter sparks intense desires in ellie and dex desires that make

her want to run and make him want to feel a combination of lust and fear leads these young lovers down a dangerous path is it

possible to cross a burned bridge or are they destined to be apart forever in stroke of love kate paletto runs a volunteer program

in belize for artists for international aid where she deals with self centered artists who use the program as a means to repair their

marred reputations she loves the country the people and what aia stands for but too many diva volunteers have turned her off to

press seeking celebrities altogether and left her questioning the value of the volunteer program when she meets incredibly

handsome and charming sage he stirs emotions she hasn t felt for ages even though he represents the things she despises laid

back artist sage remington escapes his wealthy lifestyle in the big apple for a two week journey of self discovery to figure out how

a guy who has so much can feel so empty when he meets ultra organized kate who lives her life the way he s always dreamed of

living his the attraction is too hot to ignore but sage is there to figure out what s missing in his life not to find a woman every look
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and every late night chat in the romantic jungle brings them closer together but sage can barely think past stripping away kate s

misconceptions about him kate fights him every step of the way even though she finds it hard to ignore the strikingly handsome

generous to a fault artist who wants to do nothing more than right the wrongs of the world and love her to the ends of the earth in

flames of love as one of new york s finest firefighter cash ryder is always prepared when a woman s car skids off the side of a

mountain during a snowstorm he s there to rescue her cash is totally focused on the woman s well being but within minutes of

getting her to safety he realizes that he s nowhere near prepared for the heat that rolls off of sensual smart mouthed and stubborn

siena remington as a model siena remington has dated some of the wealthiest most handsome men in the industry and she s

made peace with the idea that most men are just looking for eye candy and they wouldn t know how to romance a woman to save

their lives when she s rescued by a tall handsome stranger she thinks that maybe just maybe she s found her own real life

romantic fairy tale until he opens his mouth and everything that comes out is gruff ornery and aggravatingly sexy thrown together

during an annual firehouse calendar photo shoot the passion between cash and siena sizzles and neither one knows how to

control the flames after an evening of verbal sparring followed by a sinfully sensual night their darkest secrets are revealed and so

is cash s warm romantic heart but siena s secret might be too much for big strong always prepared cash to handle and siena is

forced to choose between a man who s everything she s ever dreamed of and an opportunity of a lifetime the remingtons are the

third installment of the love in bloom series voted best book series by supportive business moms uk written by new york times usa

today bestselling and award winning author melissa foster this contemporary romance series features alpha male heroes and sexy

empowered women while each book may be read as a standalone you might enjoy reading the entire love in bloom series new

york times and usa today bestselling author melissa foster is a new york times usa today bestselling and award winning author

she writes sexy and heartwarming contemporary romance new adult romance and women s fiction with emotionally compelling

characters that stay with you long after you turn the last page melissa s emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family
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oriented melissa loves to chat with book clubs and readers invite her to your next event foster s love stories are perfect steamy

romance beach reads for fans of susan mallery linda lael miller brenda novak debbie macomber jill shalvis maisy yates and other

big family small town romance fans the characters are romantic and loyal some are billionaires others are blue collar and you re

always guaranteed a happily ever after

Shark 2024-02-26

bale shark maddox and the team are deployed to haiti to the us embassy in port au prince as an insurance policy for the

protection of the ambassador his family and the embassy there s a new leader and although the country seems to be stabilizing

he s convinced anything could set it off his team is responsible for making sure the ambassador and his family are safe and if

need be evacuated if things get ugly shark is introduced to ambassador clay towson his wife kate and their daughter dr madeline

towson she s there as a seismologist studying the area for research purposes she s the most beautiful woman he s ever met and

getting tangled up on an active mission isn t smart but the woman is giving him all the signals that she s interested and he s

having a hard time putting on the brakes shark gets edgy once it s discovered that the president is ill according to the prime

minister who s barring the ambassador from contact with the president while he recovers maddy is blown away by shark from the

moment she meets him and hijacks the embassy limo by mistake but she s always been content to live in her own world and

chooses to see everything as a glass half full shark is the exact opposite but maddy has never met a man she couldn t charm and

he s no different before she knows it he s the one teaching her not only about relationships but about herself her love life has

been a wreck since the last eighteen months and getting involved again just wouldn t be smart except as she gets to know the

man it becomes much more difficult to deny her growing feelings for him as the danger mounts and her attraction to shark
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simmers it s not clear what is going to blow first the situation or the heat between them

Haven's Secret (The Powers Book 1) 2021-10-26

two sisters come to terms with their extraordinary powers in a new middle grade fantasy from supergirl s melissa benoist and her

sister the writer jessica benoist with the new york times bestselling author mariko tamaki ellie mcfadden has intuitive gifts she can

sense what other living things are feeling she can even talk to animals too bad she can t connect with her twin sister parker parker

mcfadden has kinetic gifts she can cause shocks to the earth and produce heat energy that explodes from her body like fire

especially when she is angry the sisters aren t aware of the legacy they inherited from their mother until on their thirteenth birthday

two mysterious relatives on the power side whisk them off to an isolated sanctuary called haven ellie immediately adapts to their

new routine but parker has one impulse to get back to her normal life of friends and sports fast unlocking haven s secrets is just

the beginning of what ellie and parker can do if they choose to work together to harness their abilities but the sinister force that

took their mother has other plans and if the sisters fragile relationship succumbs to the danger a terrible fate may befall the people

they love this epic tale of two remarkable girls and the powers they wield is sure to appeal to fans of chris colfer rick riordan and

tui t sutherland

A Train Through Time Boxed Set Books 1-3 2014-04-21

a historical time travel romance series set in and around seattle and montana in the early 1900s the first three bestselling time

travel romances of the train through time series are now available in a boxed set at a discounted price book 1 a train through time

book 2 together forever across time book 3 a smile in time a train through time college teacher ellie standish thinks she s on a
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sleek modern train heading to a conference on women s studies in seattle but she awakens from a night s doze to find herself on

a bizarre historical train full of late victorian era reenactors who refuse to come out of character when the leader of the group one

handsome green eyed robert chamberlain finally convinces her the date is indeed 1901 a skeptical ellie rejects any eccentric

theories of time travel and presumes she is smack dab in the middle of a very interesting historical dream she turns the directorial

reins of her dream over to one smitten and willing robert only to realize that dreams cannot last forever someday she must wake

up to reality though ellie no longer has any idea what reality is she only knows that robert must play an important part in her future

but how can he if he s only a figment of her imagination or worse yet a man who belongs to an era long past together forever

across time stephen sadler reluctantly attends the seattle wedding of robert chamberlain to ellie standish the woman who had

captured his interest there he says goodbye to the woman he thought he had fallen for only a few weeks later while traveling on a

train stephen is confronted by the vision of a strange wild haired woman in a pair of snug fitting trousers called jeans who claims

she doesn t know where she is or how she came to be on his train until she sees the date on the newspaper that is dani douglas

cannot travel through time her mother in montana is ill and she has to get back to her but the crystal clear blue eyes of handsome

stephen sadler hold her captive in 1901 and she doesn t know how to leave him perhaps forever stephen realizes that dani and

ellie have much in common but where ellie simply captured his interest dani has captured his imagination and his heart unlike ellie

though dani cannot stay her mother is ill stephen doesn t know how he can let her leave him perhaps forever as the train hurtles

back and forth across the rails stephen and dani struggle to find a way to be together forever across time a smile in time annie st

john and her sister marie decide that the three day train ride from chicago to seattle to catch their alaskan cruise was a bit too

much and they swear that next time they ll fly but a bit too much doesn t begin to describe what they find when they wake up from

a short doze on their sleek modern train over a hundred years before rory o rourke heads back to seattle from a photo shoot in

montana on the oriental limited when a young woman in tight clothing called capris falls into his arms rory finds his hands full with
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not one but two young women who claim they must have traveled back in time rory scoffs at the idea but his innate chivalry will

not allow him to resist the pleas of the young women for help available now finding you in time book 4 of the train through time

series

Harlequin Desire August 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2 2015-08-01

do you love stories with sexy romantic heroes who have it all wealth status and incredibly good looks harlequin desire brings you

all this and more with these three new full length titles for one great price demanding his brother s heirs billionaires and babies by

michelle celmer holly never knew her late husband had an identical twin until the man showed up on her doorstep demanding to

help raise her twin sons will the secret he keeps stop him from winning her heart second chance with the billionaire the kavanaghs

of silver glen by janice maynard once all ellie porter wanted was conor kavanagh but a decade later this single mom needs him for

one thing only to save her brother as old passion rekindles will conor save her too a royal baby surprise billionaires and babies by

cat schield when college professor brooke davis falls for the mysterious nic alessandro little does she know he s actually the

prince of a small european country and their romance is about to leave her with an heir to the throne look for harlequin desire s

august 2015 box set 1 of 2 filled with even more scandalous stories and powerful heroes

Last Chance County Series Omnibus - 1 2021-07-16

welcome to last chance county this digital omnibus contains books 1 through 5 of lisa phillips smash hit last chance county

christian romantic suspense series book 1 expired refuge she ll never accept his help he ll never stop trying to protect his town

mia tathers is an atf special agent it s not like she needs conroy to protect her however when it becomes clear someone is
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recreating her biggest mistake mia has to face her own inability to forgive conroy for what he took from her it s the only way she ll

stay alive in this town police lieutenant conroy barnes is the one who fixes problems when a blast from the past shows up bringing

danger with her he vows to keep her safe but the clock has expired on her refuge death is knocking and conroy is determined not

to let it in book 2 expired secrets she won t tell him the truth he ll never stop trying to find it book 3 expired cache she ll never

agree to stay he ll never stop trying to protect her book 4 expired hero she won t risk reliving the past he won t stop trying to

remember his book 5 expired game she won t stop working to bring down west and save the town he ll never admit he might be

the one standing in her way get the newest addition to the last chance county universe expired return releasing jan 31 2023

Forest Fae, Books 1-3 2018-07-23

some people are clumsy gwen cooper makes things explode fear and anger make the secret magic deep in eighteen year old

gwen s blood spill out she hates that uncontrollable levitation and fires are the least of her worries but when gwen s best friend

ellie is kidnapped by the fae magic might be the only thing that can save her now gwen must track ellie through wild fae forests to

the queen s castle while learning to wield magic she inherited from the mother that abandoned her for if gwen can t harness her

powers ellie will die in the otherworld read all three forest fae books here

Edge of Shadows (Shadows #1) 2015-11-01

a tragic childhood left ellie coulter with a supernatural gift that tells her a person s true intentions but even that didn t protect her

from a cheating husband with his own self destructive secrets after finding the strength to leave she retreats from the world to heal

she s drawn out of her protective shell when a friend insists on playing matchmaker after some persistent coaxing ellie warms to
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the idea that she may have found a reason to let her walls down and his name is david mitchell with things looking up in the

romance department ellie finds herself the caretaker of the bradford mansion an impressive home that is also rumored to be

haunted curious about what happened to the mansion s former owners ellie finds herself entangled in the events that happened

over a hundred years ago it s all part of the trap set by the one hiding in the shadows and ellie fell right into it the complete

shadows trilogy edge of shadows shadows 1 shadows deep shadows 2 veiled shadows shadows 3 keywords urban fantasy urban

fantasy paranormal series urban fiction urban legends urban paranormal romance horror ghosts horror haunted house horror

house horror kindle books free horror stories ghost encounters ghosts kindle books free ghost stories ghosts and hauntings

paranormal books paranormal crime paranormal demon paranormal fantasy paranormal free books paranormal horror paranormal

series paranormal trilogy paranormal urban fantasy action and adventure paranormal mystery and thrillers ghosts demons and

devils

Harlequin Medical Romance November 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2 2020-05-24

harlequin medical romance brings you three new titles at agreat value available now enjoy these stories packed withpulse racing

romance and heart racing medical drama thisharlequin medical romance box set includes a touch of christmas magic midwives on

call atchristmas by scarlet wilson pretty midwife bonnie isonly staying for christmas but can brooding obstetrician jacob laytonever

let her go winter wedding in vegas by janice lynn singlemom taylor wakes up in vegas with dr slade sain next to her and aring on

her finger a december to remember by sue mackay oneunforgettable christmas kiss with sinfully seductive dr luca chirskyhas ellie

dreaming of her happily ever after look for six new captivating love stories every month fromharlequin medical romance
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A Pine Lake Inn Cozy (Paranormal) Mystery Box Set One: Books 1 to 3 2024-01-18

a pine lake inn cozy mystery box set one books 1 to 3 book 1 death in room 7 from the author of the darcy sweet mystery series

adelle powers or dell as she is known around the town of lakeshore is living her dream life she and her best friend rosie ryan are

owners of the wonderfully quirky pine lake inn a very popular australian tourist destination running her own inn is the only thing

she has ever wanted to do and it is her pride and joy so when dell s friend jessica calls to say she s coming for a visit dell is

ecstatic and can t wait to show it off to her friend surprisingly dell finds that rosie is less than thrilled about the visit and can t

understand why they were all such good friends or so she thought it would seem that rosie may know something about jessica s

past that dell doesn t some sort of secret that rosie is reluctant to share with her when jessica is found dead in her room the

following day it would appear that her secret past may have finally caught up with her horrified by the death of her good friend in

her very own inn dell soon gets drawn into the mystery and things take a turn for the very weird when jessica s ghost visits her

more than once directing dell to clues that have been overlooked by a very incompetent police investigation soon dell finds her

own life in peril as she gets further into the mystery surrounding her friends life and death book 2 digging for trouble on a rare

morning off from the the pine lake inn dell powers was just looking to take in a little fresh air and exercise walking out in the bush

in the warm november breeze she thought it couldn t be more perfect that is until she came across old arthur loren the resident

town coot and fossicker he was scrabbling around in the dirt like a madman muttering give it back and making no sense at all had

he completely lost his mind or was something more going on what seemed like a routine medical issue of heat exhaustion

becomes so much more as dell kevin and james dig deeper into arthur s life and the circumstances that brought him to be out in

the bush at that time before dell knows it she is tangled up in a mystery that has ties to a one hundred year old murder book 3

murder wrapped up christmas is coming to the pine lake inn after the harrowing year she has had dell powers is soaking in the
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peace of the season feeling festive she is spending her time decorating the inn and whistling christmas carols all seems to be well

in her life at last until that is she meets a stranger in the pub who turns out to be a federal police officer he wants her to become a

witness for the federal government and to spill the beans on the organized crime syndicate that has recently infiltrated her life not

going to happen when the officer turns up dead dell is arrested for his murder will she be able to clear her name and be free to

enjoy christmas and if that isn t enough just who does the deep and soft man s voice on the other end of the telephone belong to

just another mystery for dell to solve

Porter Sisters 1-3 2023-04-01

book 1 kakadu sunset helicopter pilot ellie porter loves her job soaring above the kakadu national park she feels freed from the

questions about her father s suicide and the heavy loss of her beloved family farm but when a search and rescue mission on the

boundary of the old farm reveals unusual excavation works ellie vows to investigate book 2 daintree the daintree breeds survivors

those who can weather the storms heat and floods that come hand in hand with its beauty doctor emma porter is one such

survivor living in an isolated cottage as past hurts heal dedicated to her patients and to preserving this precious land where she

has made a home book 3 diamond sky the isolated beauty of the australian east kimberley desert can be a haven for those who

can stand the heat but its isolated beauty can also be deadly the remote matsu diamond mine in the kimberley is the perfect place

for engineer dru porter to hide the vast and rugged landscape helps her feel invisible and safe
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Foundations of Anatomy and Physiology - ePub 2017-07-07

this new practice manual is designed to provide students with the conceptual foundations of anatomy and physiology as well as

the basic critical thinking skills they will need to apply theory to practice in real life settings written by lecturers dr ellie kirov and dr

alan needham who have more than 60 years teaching experience between them the book caters to nursing health science and

allied health students at varying levels of understanding and ability learning activities are scaffolded to enable students to progress

to more complex concepts once they have mastered the basics a key advantage of this manual is that it can be used by

instructors and students in conjunction with any anatomy and or physiology core textbook or as a standalone resource it can be

adapted for learning in all environments including where wet labs are not available can be used with any other textbook or on its

own flexible for teachers and students alike scaffolded content suitable for students varying learning requirements and available

facilities concept based practical activities can be selected and adapted to align with different units across courses provides a

range of activities to support understanding and build knowledge including theory application and experimentation activities can be

aligned to learning requirements and needs may be selected to assist pre class in class post class or for self paced learning easy

to navigate icons identify content type contained in each activity as well as safety precautions an ebook included in all print

purchases additional resources on evolve ebook on vitalsource instructor resources answers to all activity questions list of

suggested materials and set up requirements for each activity instructor and student resources image collection

Perfectly Seasoned 2015-12-22

while dropping their children off at preschool five women s lives converge marking the start of a supportive bond and long
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cherished friendships that will last a lifetime twenty five years later on a beautiful spring day betts parker aimee ellie and jody meet

for their seasonal gathering ranging in age from fifty two to sixty they proudly call themselves the babes as boomers their days

and nights are busy and complicated as they balance careers empty nests changing relationships aging parents and romance at

midlife the sacrosanct gatherings are where their individual journeys unfold revealing disappointment heartbreak triumph and joy

as each faces a crossroad full of surprises

The Past 2015-05-20

darkness seems to crowd in tight as ellie tries to keep her head above the storm jacob s struggle to fight back whatever had him

locked in a coma leaves her feeling more alone than ever before to reach for victor or david seems trite and leaves her more

confused than she s willing to admit as her time with veronica unfolds she learns new truths about how equilibrium came to be

where it draws it strength and why this new entity is hell bound on destroying them with no one in the present to trust ellie runs to

the past and finds refuge in the arms of the one who was called to ignite equilibrium this is book 4 of a 5 book series balance

office paranormal romance new adult light and dark time travel personal growth

The Light 2019-03-05

with the truth of ellie s place among the balance keepers finally coming to light training now begins she must learn to harness the

powers that are growing within her some spiraling out of control confusion and frustration become her constant companions as her

search for answers does nothing but push her further from the man she s come to love david is the light the speaker of truth the

whisperer of good in the world his desire for more than he can have with his new apprentice tears at the fabric of his own stability
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bit by bit he knows what the future holds and just how damning it will be for ellie if she s not prepared to handle it but he s

forbidden to help as tragedy becomes reality will she reach for the light or run into the soothing arms of the darkness book 2 of a

5 book series paranormal romance new adult balance light and dark good vs evil

Love in San Francisco & Unconditionally 2016-01-01

love in san francisco for foundation director ellie hamilton dancing with gorgeous blake thorn at a charity ball means gambling with

heartache she can t reveal the part she played in changing his life manager of the house of thorn s san francisco store blake

avoids commitment since a tragic accident but ellie s an intriguing challenge their nights are filled with passionate discovery but

can love withstand the truth unconditionally meghan gaines s unorthodox teaching style has nothing in common with by the book

english professor leo wolfe yet electricity crackles between them when their mutual desire finally erupts it s even hotter than

meghan dreamed though pitted against each other at work they re perfectly in sync in the bedroom but the secret leo s been

keeping has the power to drive a rift between them for good

Junkie: Cal Rogan Mysteries Book 1 2018-11-08

how do you track down your best friend s killer when you are a drug addicted ex cop living on the streets cal rogan has reached

rock bottom once a rising star detective he has one friend left from his old life when he finds him dead his former colleagues rule it

a suicide cal starts his own investigation and learns things about kevin and the others in his life that he never could have imagined

discover robert p french s compelling first novel for yourself and follow cal s wild ride from the drug infested streets through the

worlds of drug gangs big business and the super rich to the stunning conclusion it will keep you guessing up to the last page
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The Broke Billionaires Club (Books 1 - 3): The Broke Billionaire, The Billionaire's

Brother, and The Billionairess 2014-09-15

trey trevor and selena are billionaires but do they truly have it all they risk their fortunes to find love and happiness in this page

turning box set the broke billionaire despite rolling in cash trey donovan feels broke in the ways that truly matter friendship loyalty

desire passion intimacy and love will ellie thorne change that or break him for good the billionaire s brother sparks fly when trevor

donovan meets the dynamic woman who can help him run his brother s empire will these two be able to resist a forbidden office

romance or will they choose love over money the billionairess selena chase is strong smart sexy rich and lonely what if having it

all isn t enough can an ordinary guy help selena find the happiness she craves live the dazzling high life in these three sweet with

heat billionaire romances if you love bree livingston elana johnson hanna hart emma st clair liz isaacson or bonnie r paulson dive

into ann omasta s sweet with mild heat billionaire contemporary romance series trey trevor and selena aren t stereotypical

dominant power hungry billionaires underneath their bristly outer shells they are sweet sensitive and utterly alone will they be able

to find love the one thing money can t buy them or will they remain broke billionaires forever find out now in the broke billionaires

club

Heart of Texas Series Volume 1 2013-12-10

join 1 new york times bestselling author debbie macomber as she visits the heart of texas welcome to promise texas it s a

ranching town in the texas hill country and it s a place with a mysterious past but promise has a heart of goodness and everyone

here knows what really matters in life love family community now meet the people of promise savannah weston is an old
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fashioned kind of woman quietly content to stay on the family ranch with her brother grady until she meets a disenchanted cowboy

named laredo smith lonesome cowboy ellie frasier is still mourning her father and needs her friends but now her relationship with

one of those friends rancher glen patterson seems to be changing turning into something else texas two step who s the father of

caroline daniels s child everyone in promise wants to know but no one s ever asked or ever will the people here care about her

especially rancher grady weston who s beginning to realize he more than cares caroline s child the heart of texas there s no place

like it

Year's Best SF 18 1879

once again the finest sf short stories of the year have been collected in a single volume with year s best sf 18 acclaimed award

winning editor and anthologist david g hartwell demonstrates the amazing depth and power of contemporary speculative fiction

showcasing astonishing short stories from some of science fiction s most respected names as well as exciting new writers to

watch in this anthology prepare to travel light years from the ordinary into a tomorrow at once breathtaking frightening and possible

with some of the greatest tales of wonder published in 2012 at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights

management software drm applied

Simple English poems, ed. by H.C. Bowen 2017-08-01

a feel good sisterhood saga about loyal friendships second chances at love and best friends who start over with with humor and

heart sam s historian husband has disappeared her old frenemy bonnie also seems to be missing from the charming small town of

beach cove the sisterhood of the heart comes together to support their beloved friend when a surprise confession from her cousin
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creates yet another unexpected bend in sam s path working together to get sam back on her feet the women unravel mysteries

that are as deep as the cliff caves below the old beach house this is the heartwarming finale in the beach cove series which is full

of beautifully flawed characters that you ll adore gorgeous coastal settings riveting mystery that won t let you quit and a sisterhood

of kindhearted loving women

Beach Cove Secrets 2015-11-01

do you love stories with sexy romantic heroes who have it all wealth status and incredibly good looks harlequin desire brings you

all this and more with these three new full length titles in one collection 2533 the ceo s nanny affair billionaires and babies by joss

wood when billionaire linc ballantyne s ex abandons not one but two children he strikes up a wary deal with her too sexy sister

she ll be the nanny and they ll keep their hands to themselves but their temporary truce soon becomes a temporary tryst 2535 the

texan s baby proposal callahan s clan by sara orwig millionaire texan marc medina must marry immediately to inherit his

grandfather s ranch when his newly single secretary tells him she s pregnant he knows a brilliant deal when he sees one he ll

make her his wife and have her in his bed 2537 from temptation to twins whiskey bay brides by barbara dunlop when juliet parker

goes home to reopen her grandfather s restaurant she clashes with her childhood crush tycoon caleb watford who s building a

rival restaurant then the stakes skyrocket after their one night leaves her expecting two little surprises look for harlequin desire s

august 2017 box set 2 of 2 filled with even more scandalous stories and powerful heroes
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Harlequin Desire August 2017 - Box Set 1 of 2 2019-08-29

come to seattle s blossom street and make new friends the first three books in the popular series by 1 new york times bestselling

author debbie macomber the shop on blossom street is owned by lydia hoffman and it represents her dream of a new beginning a

life free from cancer a life that offers a chance at love when lydia starts a knitting class at a good yarn jacqueline donovan carol

girard and alix townsend join her first class these four very different women brought together by the age old craft of knitting make

unexpected discoveries about themselves and each other discoveries that lead to friendship to laughter and to dreams a good

yarn is a place of welcome and warmth friends old and new lydia has fallen in love with brad goetz but then brad s ex reappears

and lydia is suddenly afraid to trust her newfound happiness meanwhile three women join her newest class elise beaumont

bethanne hamlin and courtney pulanski and soon an unbreakable bond is formed among the knitters in this poignant story of real

women with real problems becoming real friends booklist susannah s garden becomes a new destination on blossom street when

susannah nelson turned eighteen she said goodbye to her boyfriend jake and never saw him again she never saw her brother

doug again either he died unexpectedly that same year now at fifty susannah returns to her hometown to help her mother and

discovers that things are not always as they once seemed

Blossom Street Series Bks 1-3/The Shop On Blossom Street/A Good

Yarn/Susannah's Garden 2013-06-25

isn t it time for a dashing and sweet billionaire in your life meet five of them in the broke billionaires club the broke billionaire

despite rolling in cash trey donovan feels broke in the ways that truly matter friendship loyalty desire passion intimacy and love will
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ellie thorne change that or break him for good the billionaire s brother sparks fly when trevor donovan meets the dynamic woman

who can help him run his brother s empire will these two be able to resist a forbidden office romance or will they choose love over

money the billionairess selena chase is strong smart sexy rich and lonely what if having it all isn t enough can an ordinary guy

help selena find the happiness she craves the royally broke billionaire royal wedding blues tess donovan s brothers are prominent

billionaires prince pierce huntington astor iii s kingdom is in financial trouble she wants him he needs her but he loves her best

friend will their secrets leave them all royally blue the royally broke billionaire royal baby scandal an innocent baby is causing a

royal mess for the adults in his life can they find a noble solution or will the scandal ruin everything these aren t stereotypical

dominant power hungry billionaires underneath their bristly outer shells they are sweet sensitive and utterly alone will they be able

to find love the one thing money can t buy them or will they remain broke billionaires forever find out now in the broke billionaires

club five dazzling billionaire and charming royal contemporary romances

The Broke Billionaires Club Complete Collection (Books 1 - 5): The Broke Billionaire,

The Billionaire's Brother, The Billionairess, Royal Wedding Blues, and Royal Baby

Scandal 2015-03-10

it all started with an ad in a mail order bride catalogue this charming bouquet of novellas introduces you to four hitching post mail

order bride catalogue prospects in the year 1870 all eager for second chances and hungry for happiness year in year out they ll

learn that love often comes in unexpected packages and then came spring by margaret brownley mary jo has traveled halfway

across the country to meet her match arriving just in time for his funeral returning home seems like her only option until her would
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be brother in law proposes a more daring idea an ever after summer by debra clopton ellie had no idea she s not what matthew

ordered and what s wrong with being a bible thumper anyway she s determined to show him she s tougher than she looks and

just the girl he needs autumn s angel by robin lee hatcher luvena would be perfect for clay if she didn t come with kids but kids

are a deal breaker especially in a rough and trouble mining town e trouble is there s no money to send them back winter wedding

bells by mary connealy david s convinced he s not long for the world he needs someone to mother his boys when he s gone

nothing more can plucky irish megan convince him to work at living instead of dying

A Bride for All Seasons 2022-02-01

mary shane comes home from school one day to find her mother beaten to unconsciousness this leads her on a perilous journey

to find her father the man that has spent her entire life on the run always nothing more than a shadow she must play his deadly

game become the very darkness he hides in if she ever wants to have a chance at the love she found and the normal life she

used to take for granted as mary shane makes her way into the deadly world her father lives in a world where people have

seemingly magical powers and always seem to be one step ahead of you she discovers that maybe his frequent disappearances

and constant paranoia were justified she finds herself forced to make dangerous decisions and do things she never in her worst

nightmare had to face with the government chasing her every footstep she must find her father before they do if she ever hopes to

survive this wild ride and earn the right to live she discovers that everything she s ever experienced is because of her father and

as she begins to put the pieces together she wonders if there is more to this story than anyone else knows
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The Shade of Night 2015-04-01

frustrations and tensions fly amid adversaries turned partners in this fun and sweet romance when the high school s float explodes

five days before the national farmer s day parade principal calvin finkenbinder sees his chance at the promotion to superintendent

disintegrate unless he enlists the help of ellie bright the most annoying disorganized and kissable woman he knows standing in

principal fink s office again for driving her daughter to school late again ellie is given two odious choices either her straight a

daughter receives detention for another tardy that s not her fault or ellie uses her artistic skills and helps the uptight stringent

principal build a new float as they scramble to construct the float in time ellie s chaotic life collides with fink s methodical plans a

tangle of arguments and decorations leads to a stolen kiss underneath their long established animosity is an unexpected passion

that threatens to ruin more than just a school float reviews for harvest moon homecoming this book made me laugh out loud and

left me smiling i loved fink and ellie s story throw in the kids and you have a captivating read that i read straight through mj i loved

the humor jussie gussman infuses this rom com with the antics of the characters will keep you rolling somehow i see myself in this

book but i won t say which character i m most like reid reading her stories is about like riding a rollercoaster or a wild bull you

never know what s coming next or what s around the next turn jim jessie always comes through with a great storyline and

engaging characters jill wow this book starts out with a bang talk about opposites attracting this book has it kim books in the sweet

haven farm series 1 harvest moon homecoming 2 better together 3 just right 4 anything for you

Harvest Moon Homecoming (Sweet Haven Farm Sweet Small Town Romance Book 1)
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2020-03-20

harlequin special edition brings you three new titles for one great price available now these are heartwarming romantic stories

about life love and family this special edition box set includes the taming of delaney fortune by michelle major meant to be mom

by rita award winning author karen templeton and his secret son by stacy connelly look for 6 compelling new stories every month

from harlequin special edition

Harlequin Special Edition April 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2 2007-09-17

unknowingly we search for guidance in the simplest decisions everything from what we eat for breakfast based on the

convenience or whether it s what we want to accomplish momentarily either way we all are born with an innate sense of direction

it is only necessary for us to have openness and determination to hear and follow our guide these four individuals were reunited

from different destinations throughout the united states in an exceptional manner by the hands of fate but how and what they

overcome through this dramatic journey was the insight to their purpose embracing their individual weakness allowed them to unite

their strengths through the symbolism from the true direction with intuition and a remembrance of their past along with a smile of

faith they scoured the streets of chicago to locate their missing piece obtaining this allowed them to understand not only

themselves but also the viable significance of a true family regardless of being biological or not so they come to the conclusion

that never underestimate the simplicities of life for those are the stepping stones to the foundation of the future
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Directions 2011-06-07

twelve year old ellie convinces her brother for his support to investigate a fireball as it happens they rescue a spaceman who

rewards each with means to boost their talent however they discover boosting takes some doing meanwhile the spaceman needs

them to recover a mis placed chip but having the same idea are ugly yellow creatures from outer space

The Gift

a collection of the first five novels in laurell k hamilton s new york times bestselling anita blake vampire hunter series guilty

pleasures the laughing corpse circus of the damned the lunatic cafe bloody bones

Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Collection 1-5
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